
OnSolve Incident Management
Take command and control from anywhere

Global incidents are occurring at an unprecedented pace, creating vulnerabilities and risks for organizations  

of all sizes. The safety and security of your people and operations reputation and supply chains can be 

threatened unexpectedly.

To overcome today’s critical events, you need incident management capabilities so you can mobilize employees 

quickly through an easy-to-use interface and ensure procedures are followed by securely sharing policies  

and procedures. 

What is OnSolve® Incident Management?

OnSolve Incident Management is a solution that achieves rapid recovery from any disruption by activating 

response teams and communications plans to ensure the right escalation process is followed through our 

interactive interface.

OnSolve has reinvented the activation of crisis team and communications plans with revolutionary simplicity, 

wherever you are and whenever you need it. OnSolve Incident Management provides the capabilities you need 

to ease high-stress environments for users with an easy-to-navigate workflow. Now you can maintain compliance 

while identifying gaps in your communications plans and areas for improvement.
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Your Partner  
in a Crisis
The unified OnSolve Platform hosts 

a suite of products to support 

organizations through every step 

of a critical event, from preparation 

to detection to activating response 

teams and recovery.

with risk assessments, historical 
trends and statistics before 
anything even happens.

threats early with accurate, 
focused alerts and  
impact assessments.

teams by disseminating 
information needed to  
mobilize quickly.

faster with the right technology 
to better understand, handle  
and mitigate risk.
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OnSolve Named a Leader 
in the Forrester Wave™: 
Critical Event Management 
Platforms, Q4 2023

About OnSolve
OnSolve® is the leading provider of AI-powered critical event 

management technology that enables organizations to proactively 

mitigate risk and remain agile when a crisis strikes. With powerful 

and reliable risk intelligence, mass notification and incident 

management technology, the unified OnSolve Platform allows 

enterprises, organizations and government agencies to prepare, 

detect, activate and recover from physical threats. Named a leader 

in the Forrester Wave™: Critical Event Management Platforms, 

Q4 2023, OnSolve received the highest possible scores across 

12 criteria, including Physical Threat Intelligence, Employee Mass 

Communication and more. 

For more information, please visit www.onsolve.com.

Activate. Collaborate. Communicate.

With OnSolve Incident Management, you can mobilize teams  

and activate communications plans for rapid and effective  

recovery from any disruption.

• Access tactical business communications plans anywhere from  

our easy-to-use interface.

• Enable employees to connect on a secure conference bridge  

with linked messaging capabilities for organizational alignment.

• Deliver customized incident and communications plans for 

appropriate action.

• Utilize post-action reporting for accurate tracking, accountability 

and safety, as well as insights for future improvement. 

Be prepared for any situation with OnSolve Incident Management. 

Learn more at www.onsolve.com.

https://www.onsolve.com/platform-products/incident-management/

